Whether courts should measure expectation damages by the buyer's cost of completing the contract or the buyer's loss in value from the uncompleted contract is a central, and unresolved, issue in contract law. This paper uses a formal model to address this issue. Assuming that the court cannot observe a buyer's idiosyncratic value for the contract, the paper …nds that while the cost of completion can deter e¢ cient breach, the diminution of value measure can induce ine¢ cient breach. The latter problem is more severe the more likely the buyer is to have large idiosyncratic value. Cost of completion is also tends to be superior if the low market value (or high cost) that leads to the breach is very likely because contracting in this situation indicates substantial idiosyncratic value.
Introduction
The issue of cost of completion versus diminution of value damages is a staple of every …rst year contracts course. Two cases that are almost always used to illustrate the issue are Jacobs and Young v. Kent 1 and Peevyhouse v. Garland Coal. 2 In Jacobs and Young, a construction …rm promises to build a house using Reading pipe. Once the house is almost entirely completed, the buyer …nds out that much of the house was built with a di¤erent type of pipe and refuses to make his …nal payment. The contractor sues and Justice Cardozo sides with the contractor arguing that the pipe that was used was just as good as Reading pipe. The decision is, at least partially, grounded in what has been termed the economic waste doctrine. It would result in tremendous economic waste to undo much of the construction to replace the existing pipe with Reading pipe, thus, the court will not award the buyer damages for the completing the contract to the original speci…cations.
In a case that was decided similarly, but arouses very di¤erent sympathies from …rst year contracts students, Garland Coal pays the Peevyhouses to be able to strip mine their farm and agrees, as part of the deal, to restore the land to its original condition. Garland breaches the restoration provision, the Peevyhouses sue, and the Supreme Court of Oklahoma rules that the market value of the land is only $300 less in its unrestored state, so it awards $300 in damages rather than the $29,000 it would cost to restore the land. This court also invoked the economic waste principle.
Not all cases are decided this way, however. In Groves v. John Wunder Co. 3 , the defendant paid the plainti¤ to remove gravel from his land and agreed to restore the land to a uniform grade. The defendant took the gravel but did not restore the land. While the defendant argued for diminution of value, the court awarded cost of completion damages arguing that the defendant's behavior exhibited bad faith.
Despite the fact that this issue is a staple of the …rst year contracts curriculum, there has been surprisingly little formal economic modeling examining under what circumstances diminution of value or cost of completion is the more e¢ cient damage rule. The only paper to directly model this question that I am aware of is Schwartz and Scott (2008) . They argue that cost of completion damages (what they term market damages) are always 1 superior to diminution of value damages because they take into account the buyer's idiosyncratic value of performance that the court cannot observe. While Schwartz and Scott are correct that this is an important advantage of cost of completion damages, several features of their model eliminate the potential countervailing bene…ts of the diminution of value method.
In this paper, I argue that either rule could be optimal depending on certain conditions. I use a simple formal model of the contracting process to delineate the conditions under which each rule is likely to be optimal. In the model, at the time of contracting, there is common uncertainty about the market value of the service (one could also include uncertainty about cost and obtain similar results). The buyer has private information about her idiosyncratic value. There is a competitive market for sellers, so the price is set so that the seller earns zero expected pro…t given the damage rule. I assume the buyer pays the contract price in advance. If the buyer and seller sign a contract, then the seller makes a cost reducing investment (either large or small). Then market values are realized and the seller decides whether to breach the contract or perform. If the contract is breached, then the buyer sues, both sides incur legal costs, and the seller pays the buyer damages.
Because there are legal costs from breach and the seller has made at least a small cost-reducing investment, the seller always performs under cost of completion damages. Thus, there can be ine¢ cient performance if the buyer's value is less than the seller's cost of performance (I assume no renegotiation, more on this below). The seller can also be induced to make too large a cost-reducing investment relative to the …rst best because it expects to perform with probability one (this result would hold even with renegotiation). On the other hand, under diminution of value damages, the seller will breach if its costs exceed the buyer's market value, which is ine¢ cient if the buyer has a large enough idiosyncratic value (again, this relies on there not being perfect renegotiation). In addition, when the idiosyncratic value is large, the seller will invest less than the …rst best amount in cost reduction because it expects to breach in situations in which performance is e¢ cient (this is robust to renegotiation).
This generates a couple of clear legal implications. First, if breach is deliberate 4 and the market value outcome is not surprising 5 (it is close to what 4 The model in this paper applies only to deliberate breaches. If the seller is choosing a level of e¤ort that a¤ects the probability of breach, then one needs a di¤erent model. 5 If there were cost uncertainty, the same principle would apply to the cost realization.
the parties would have expected ex ante), then cost of completion damages are almost certainly optimal. In such cases, the fact that the parties contracted indicates the buyer's value exceeds the cost of the service. If the seller is breaching, it indicates a strategic attempt to take advantage of the fact that the court will not award damages based on idiosyncratic value under diminution of value. In fact, if the parties'know that courts will award diminution of value damages, they cannot pro…tably contract in cases in which idiosyncratic value is critical to making the contract e¢ cient. Second, if the market value (or cost, if that were uncertain) outcome is surprising, 6 then the court needs to consider the likelihood of substantial idiosyncratic value. (In the prior case, this is unnecessary because the fact of contracting provides de…nitive evidence that there must be idiosyncratic value.) Diminution of value is superior if the buyer is su¢ ciently unlikely to have signi…cant idiosyncratic value because it enables e¢ cient breach. Cost of completion is superior if idiosyncratic value is likely to be signi…cant because it prevents ine¢ cient breach. While this second implication is wellknown and re ‡ected in the law, 7 the …rst one is, to my knowledge, not widely appreciated, have never been formally established, and is not re ‡ected in any case law.
As mentioned above, Schwartz and Scott (2008) is the …rst (and, to my knowledge, only other) paper to formally model the choice between diminution of value and cost of completion. They argue that cost of completion (what they term market value damages) should always be used in place of diminution of value (what they term market delta damages). I'll explain why they get di¤erent results here. First, because they assume no legal costs for breach, the seller is indi¤erent between performing and breaching under cost of completion damages when costs are high so they assume the seller breaches. In my model, however, there are positive (though, maybe, very small) legal costs from breach. So, since cost of completion damages eliminate any pro…t from breach, the seller never breaches. This is why I get ine¢ cient performance from cost of completion in my model and they do not.
Second, the assume a …xed cost for sellers and also that price equals average cost of production in a competitive market rather than the full cost of the contract which may include pro…ts or losses from breach. Because breach can be pro…table under diminution of value, to generate zero pro…ts under competition, they have to get ine¢ cient entry which increases the average cost of production. In contrast, in my model, sellers compete prices down to the full cost of the contract and sellers make zero pro…ts including pro…ts from breach. This eliminates any risk of ine¢ cient entry under diminution of value in my model (which they use in their model to argue for the superiority of cost of completion damages). Chakravarty and MacLeod (2009) analyze the standard contracts in the construction industry and show how they can represent an optimal response to the way American law enforces building contracts and brie ‡y discuss its implications for cost of completion versus diminution of value damages. Avraham and Liu (2012a and 2012b) argue in favor of determining damages based on ex ante expected damages rather than ex post damages because the option not to sue prevents courts from awarding negative damages, leading ex post damages to encourage excessive performance in expectation.
The next section outlines the model. Section three discuss the …rst best. Section four outline how the seller will respond to each damage rule. Section …ve derives the contractual payo¤s from each rule and derives the main result of the paper. Section six concludes. The proof of the main result is in the appendix.
Model
A buyer values a project at b + v; where v is an observable market value and b 2 [0; B] represents a possible idiosyncratic value. The buyer knows b: The seller knows it is distributed with distribution and density functions F and f; respectively. A large number of sellers can perform the project at a cost of c s (when they contract to do so in advance) where c is a market cost parameter and s 2 fl; hg represents a cost reducing relationship-speci…c investment choice, 0 < l < h: The cost of this investment is k l or k h with k h > k 1 and c h + k h < c l + k l < c: I assume the realized value of s are veri…able in court but are not observable to the buyer unless the case goes to court. If there is no advance contracting, then any of the sellers can perform the project at a cost of c:
The buyer contracts with one of many sellers in period 0 (or does not contract at all). In period 0, the sellers are all identical. To capture the typical situation in the cases, I assume the contract only speci…es a price, p: The buyer pays the seller p in period 0. While in principle, the contract could specify s; I assume that it is too hard to describe s in advance, so that it is non-contractible ex ante, even though the costs are veri…able ex post. 8 In period 0, v is unknown, v 2 fv l ; v h g; v l < v h . The probability of that v = v l is q v ; this is common knowledge. In period 1, if and only if there is an advance contract, the contracted seller chooses its relationship-speci…c investment, s 2 fl; hg and incurs the associated cost, k l or k h . In period 2, v is realized and the seller decides whether or not to perform or breach. (Because the buyer has paid in advance, the buyer has no incentive to breach.) If the seller breaches, the buyer can obtain the service from another …rm at a price of c (a spot market transaction). After period 1, it is too late for a di¤erent seller to make any cost-reducing investment, thus the investment can only be made if there is an advance contract and only before the seller knows the market value. Breach also causes both sides to incur legal costs of L > 0:
<<See Timeline>> I do not consider renegotiation in the model. Much of a rationale for caring about default rules in contract law is that such renegotiation is costly or imperfect. If the parties could easily renegotiate the terms of their contract, one might expect that they could also negotiate the original contract to choose the e¢ cient damage measures. Thus, when courts are actually faced with choosing between cost of completion and diminution of value damages, the relationship is likely one where negotiation does not occur perfectly. Also, notice that there is two-sided asymmetric information (the buyer has private information about his idiosyncratic value, the seller has private information about her cost because the buyer cannot observe the seller's cost reducing investment without going to court), which would make perfect bargaining unlikely. That said, if one were to assume perfect renegotiation, the main trade-o¤s of the model would still apply, they would just only apply to the investment decision rather than to the investment and the performance decision.
In order to keep the problem interesting while limiting the number of cases to consider, I make the following parameter assumptions:
This axiom states that if the market value is high, performance is always e¢ cient, even in the spot market. If the market value is low, then performance is ine¢ cient, even with large cost reducing investment and litigation costs associated with breach, if there is no idiosyncratic value. If idiosyncratic value is large enough, however, then performance is e¢ cient even in the spot market. These assumptions rule out the easy cases such as where high investment and performance are always e¢ cient (which would make cost of completion damages always optimal) or where idiosyncratic value matters very little (so that diminution of value damages are always optimal). What remains is the interesting cases in which diminution of value damages have the advantage of allowing for e¢ cient breach but have the disadvantage of under-compensation when idiosyncratic value is important. I also assume L is small enough that suit is always optimal. Thus, the total expected gain in total welfare from high investment relative to low investment is given by: 
First best
As mentioned above, this result assumes the buyer and seller cannot renegotiate the contract in period 2 other than just deciding to breach. If such renegotiation were feasible and worked perfectly, then the damage rule would only a¤ect the seller's choice of non-contractible investment in cost reduction. The seller would still have an excessive incentive to choose the s = h unless she received the entire renegotiation surplus. But, the seller would not perform if doing so were ine¢ cient. As mentioned above, the no renegotiation case may be more relevant for cases in which the contract does not explicitly contract around the default rule and for cases, like this one, where there is two-sided asymmetric information.
Diminution of value
Now consider the case in which the buyer's damages for breach of contract by the seller are based on the loss in value. Assume, as is typically the case, that the court ignores the idiosyncratic value component, b; and simply awards damages based on the loss of the market value, v: If the seller performs, then her payo¤ is, as before, p (c s) k s (price minus performance cost minus investment cost). If she breaches, then she pays damages of v j ; j 2 fl; hg; legal costs of L and her investment cost of k s ; for a total payo¤ of p v j k s L. Now, she performs if and only if p c k s +s > p v j k s L or v j > c s L: Thus, if the seller invests high (s = h), then she will perform unless v = v l : The seller's expected payo¤ from investing high is:
The seller obtains the price but pays high investment costs, pays production costs of c h if market value is high (so she performs) and damages plus legal costs if market value is low (so she breaches). If the seller invests low (s = l), then she will also perform if v = v h ; and otherwise she will breach. Thus, the seller's expected payo¤ from investing low is:
The seller then invests high if and only if (1 q v )(h l) > k h k l , or:
Thus, we have the following result.
Lemma 3 Under diminution of value damages, the buyer always performs. The seller performs only if the market value of performance is high. The seller invests high under diminution of value if and only if q v < 1
q v (the probability of low market value is su¢ ciently low).
5 Contractual payo¤s
Contractual prices
Because we assume a competitive market, the seller's payo¤ is always zero. This has two important implications: (1) the buyer's payo¤ will be equivalent to social welfare; (2) the contract price under both advance contracting and in the spot market is determined by the zero pro…t condition. Because the buyer always has the option of having the service supplied in the spot market (either for the …rst time or after a contract breach), it is important to consider the payo¤ from this alternative. In the spot market, price simply always equals the cost of supplying the service, c.
9 If the buyer contracts in 9 There is no cost reducing investment in the spot market either because it is too late (if this occurs after breach) or because a seller will not incur the investment cost without a contract (due to hold-up concerns or simply because if market value is low the buyer may not do the project). the spot market, then his payo¤ is the following:
If the buyer's value is high, then spot market trade is e¢ cient no matter what the buyer's idiosyncratic bene…ts are, so the spot market payo¤ is v h + b c: Otherwise, the spot market trade is only e¢ cient if the buyer's idiosyncratic value is high enough.
Recall that Lemma 1 shows that the seller always invests the high amount in cost reduction under cost of completion damages and never breaches. Thus, the seller's expected payo¤ from the contract under cost of completion is:
So the competitive market price under cost of completion damages is
Under diminution of value damages, the seller invests high if and only if q v < q v : So, the seller's expected payo¤ if q v < q v is given by (2) . This makes the competitive market price under diminution of value damages and 
This is exactly zero at q v = q v and is strictly increasing in q v ; so when q v q v we have p
Buyer Payo¤s

Cost of completion
The buyer's payo¤ under cost of completion damages is given by v + b p coc since the seller never breaches. (Because the seller never breaches, the buyer never contracts in the spot market after an advance contract.) Thus, his expected payo¤ is
Notice, this is exactly the average payo¤ from the project when the seller invests high. The buyer's net gain from advance contracting over waiting until the spot market under cost of completion is:
Notice that there will be advance contracting under cost of completion damages if and only if b > c v l h k h qv : Otherwise, the buyer will prefer to wait to contract in the spot market if and only if market value turns out to be high.
Diminution of value
The buyer's payo¤ under diminution of value damages is more complicated because the seller sometimes breaches. Moreover, if the seller breaches, the buyer may, if b is large enough, contract in the spot market. If q v < q v ; the seller invests high and performs unless market value is low. When the seller breaches, the buyer receives v l in damages. So the buyer's expected payo¤ is:
Under diminution of value damages, the buyer always obtains his market value, but only obtains his idiosyncratic value if the seller performs. If the seller does not perform (probability q v ), then the buyer pays legal costs and has the option to obtain performance in the spot market (for a payo¤ of M ax[0; v l +b c]). This means the buyer's payo¤ is higher under diminution of value damages than cost of completion, for q v < q v , if and only if c h
10 For small enough b; this holds (c h h (v l + 2L) > 0 by assumption). For b > b h ; however, this does not hold. Under diminution of value damages and q v < q v ; the buyer's gain from advance contracting over waiting to contract in the spot market is:
By contracting in advance, the buyer bene…ts from the seller's lower cost if the seller performs, but pays for the investment cost and legal costs in the event of breach (the buyer ends up bearing the seller's costs because they are re ‡ected in the contract price due to the competitive market assumption). Thus, the maximum q v for advance contracting is q v =
; so there is advance contracting and high investment under diminution of value, then the buyer's (and, thus, social welfare's) net gain from diminution of value damages relative to cost of completion is:
That is, diminution of value is superior if and only if b < c h v l 2L (the buyer's idiosyncratic value is small enough; the Axiom guarantees this is possible). If q v q v ; the buyer's expected payo¤ is the same except that the price di¤ers because the seller is investing low:
The buyer's net gain from advance contracting over waiting to trade in the spot market is:
Thus, the maximum q v for advance contracting is
If there is advance contracting under diminution of value, the buyer's (and, thus, social welfare's) net gain from diminution of value damages relative to cost of completion, for q v q v , is:
Thus, we have the following result. which both diminution of value and cost of completion are superior, but for
; cost of completion is superior.
Proof. See Appendix. This proposition tells us several things. First, and most importantly, if the event that lead to breach (here, low market value for the property) was seen as likely enough ex ante, then cost of completion is the better damage measure. This is true regardless of the distribution of idiosyncratic bene…ts. The reason is that if both parties know that market value is very likely to be so low that breach is pro…table under diminution of value, then they cannot pro…tably use advance contracting under such a rule. Cost of completion, however, does facilitate advance contracting if the buyer's idiosyncratic value is high enough. Thus, cost of completion weakly dominates diminution of value in this setting. Furthermore, if the court observes an advance contract in this case, it can infer that the buyer must have had su¢ cient idiosyncratic value to make cost of completion preferable to spot market contracting, suggesting that cost of completion strictly dominates diminution of value in cases before a court.
Second, the proposition says that unless a large amount of the probability mass on private bene…ts is close to zero, larger q v (low market valuation is more likely) tends to make cost of completion relatively more desirable. The reason for this is similar to the reason above. When this is the case, the fact that the parties nevertheless contracted in advance suggests that idiosyncratic bene…ts must be signi…cant. If there are large idiosyncratic bene…ts, then diminution of value necessarily is under-compensatory and therefore can induce ine¢ cient breach. Cost of completion prevents this. On the other hand, if q v is small, then the parties may have contracted in advance because they expected market value to be high. If, they are surprised by low market value, then the contract may not be e¢ cient, making diminution of value superior.
Third, there is no general principle that one rule is necessarily superior to the other. If idiosyncratic bene…ts are very heavily weighted towards zero, then diminution of value is the superior rule. In that case, diminution of value allows for e¢ cient breach while cost of completion does not. For this to the be case, however, it is necessary that the expected value of idiosyncratic bene…ts is su¢ ciently small.
Conclusion
While this paper does not support a simple universal rule in favor of either cost of completion or diminution of value, it provides courts useful guidance as to when one rule or the other is likely to be superior. In addition to the obvious focus on idiosyncratic value, the paper shows that courts should play particular emphasis to how whether or not the events that led to the breach (low market value or high cost) were very surprising or reasonably likely. The more the parties expected these events ex ante, the more the existence of the contract suggests that the buyer must have signi…cant idiosyncratic value. In fact, diminution of value can completely prevent parties from pro…tably contracting in advance if these "bad" events are quite likely ex ante.
Applying these results to the Peevyhouse case, for example, says that the court should have focused on whether there were signi…cant, unexpected shocks that led to the breach. If the cost of restoring the land was much greater than either party could have anticipated, for example, that would tend to support diminution of value. Whereas, if the cost was close to what was predictable, then this would tend to support cost of completion. Similarly, there was a sudden, surprising drop in the value of farmland, this would tend to support diminution of value since one could not necessarily infer high idiosyncratic value from the original contract if this drop were unexpected. If, on the other hand, the value of the farmland was not greatly changed between the time of contracting and the time of breach, this would strongly support cost of completion. While courts will not be able to perfectly observe parties expectations at the time of contracting, it should not be hard to get reasonably good predictions of likely market values and costs in many situations. While knowing much about the buyer's idiosyncratic value is always di¢ cult, the other factors the model identi…es should not be too di¢ cult to estimate, making the model's suggestions plausibly implementable, at least in many situations. (1 
The …rst line comes from the the fact that for b < c v l h k h qv , the buyer does not engage in advance contracting under cost of completion, thus the relevant comparison is diminution of value versus spot market contracting.
Taking the derivative of (15) with respect to q v gives: 
Taking the derivative of (17) with respect to q v gives: 
